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• Project 4 due Thursday 4/23 @ 11:59pm
§ Early point #1: Questions 1-12 submitted (correctly) by Friday 4/17 @ 11:59pm
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class FibIter:!
"""An iterator over Fibonacci numbers."""!
def __init__(self):!
self._next = 0!
self._addend = 1!
!
!

>>> fibs = FibIter()!
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[0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34]

"Please don't reference these directly. They may change."
def __next__(self):!
result = self._next!
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return result

This naming convention is not enforced, but is typically respected
A programmer who designs and maintains a public module may change internal-use names
Starting a name with two underscores enforces restricted access from outside the class
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Names in Local Scope
A name bound in a local frame is not accessible to other environments,
except those that extend the frame
def fib_generator():!
"""A generator function for Fibonacci numbers.!
!

>>> fibs = fib_generator()!
There is no way to access values bound
>>> [next(fibs) for _ in range(10)]! to "previous" and "current" externally
[0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, 34]!
"""!
yield 0!
previous, current = 0, 1!
while True:!
yield current!
previous, current = current, previous + current
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Stream Implementation
A stream is a linked list with an explicit first element and a rest-of-the-list that is
computed lazily
class Stream:
"""A lazily computed linked list."""
class empty:
def __repr__(self):
return 'Stream.empty'
empty = empty()
def __init__(self, first, compute_rest=lambda: Stream.empty):
assert callable(compute_rest), 'compute_rest must be callable.'
self.first = first
self._compute_rest = compute_rest
@property
def rest(self):
"""Return the rest of the stream, computing it if necessary."""
if self._compute_rest is not None:
self._rest = self._compute_rest()
self._compute_rest = None
return self._rest
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SQL is a declarative programming language
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• Lots of other statements exist: analyze, delete, explain, insert, replace, update, etc.
• Most of the important action is in the select statement
• The code for executing select statements fits on a single sheet of paper (next lecture)

Today's theme:
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Getting Started with SQL
Install sqlite (version 3.8.3 or later): http://sqlite.org/download.html
Use sqlite online: http://kripken.github.io/sql.js/GUI/
Use the SQL example from the textbook: http://composingprograms.com/examples/sql/sql.zip
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